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Executive Summary
Review priorities, refocus energies and reinforce strengths
The 2018 Budget is framed against a relatively weak global economic environment, continues in the context of prevailing
lower commodity prices and forecasts modest growth in the domestic economy. The growth of 2.4% is driven mainly by
non-mining sectors of the economy, and this year’s budget is an ambitious attempt to combat the multiple issues
currently impacting the PNG economy.
Total revenue and grants are expected to rise to K12.73bn in 2018 from K10.98bn in 2017 Supplementary Budget
estimates. Total expenditure is projected to be K14.72bn (up from the appropriated K12.86bn in the Supplementary
Budget). The budget deficit for 2018 is estimated at 2.5% of GDP or c.K1.99bn.
The Government states that the framework for the 2018 Budget comprises 4 key pillars and they are:

•
•
•

•

A medium term revenue strategy aimed at building up the revenue base
A medium term expenditure strategy which will initially be aimed at addressing its arrears, funding its adjustment
policies and providing improved service delivery
A fiscal deficit strategy addressing its amendments to the Fiscal Responsibility Act and smoothing expenditure
patterns to assist accumulations to the Sovereign Wealth Fund once the economy goes into upswing in the
medium term
A debt management strategy which predicates a shift from domestic financing to concessionary external
financing from the World Bank and the Asian Development Bank and commercially through a 3 year US dollar
bond issuance program.

There is a deliberate focus on revenue mobilisation, mainly through expansion of the tax base without the introduction of
new taxes, and with the introduction of a new statutory transfer of cash and revenue. The Government expects a
substantial increase of 14.2% in revenue in 2018 stemming mainly from increases in taxes on goods and services and
international trade and transactions taxes, together with a much increased pass through from collections by
Government agencies and dividends. This will be accompanied by increased compliance activities from the Internal
Revenue Commission (IRC) and Customs which are to receive funding appropriate to the task. This represents a
significant reversal from the recent trend of declining revenue.
Expenditure review will focus on greater financial controls over personnel costs in Government (it is estimating a 2.5%
annual growth rate), clearing arrears and improving service delivery. Government says there will be greater
expenditure prioritisation and shifting of expenditure from low value projects to those which will provide economic
stimulus. The Government will enact the National Procurement Authority Bill to support these initiatives. It is noted that
some estimates put arrears in the region of the K830m mark and final estimates, absent these arrears, put the 2017
deficit in the region of K2.8bn as opposed to the 2018 estimate of K1.99bn.
The discussion around whether the 30% debt to GDP guideline contained in the Fiscal Responsibility Act has been
dealt with in recent times, through amendments to that legislation which provided for a more flexible range of 30% to
35% with the proviso that the Government works towards the 30% criterion over the medium term. That said, interest
expense is projected to be 14% higher in 2018. Capital expenditure will rise by 51% reflecting a full allocation for the
Provincial Services Improvement Program (PSIP) and District Services Improvement Program (DSIP) commitments.
The Government also intends to maintain funding for hosting APEC in 2018, the Tuition Fee Free Education and Free
Primary Health Care Programs.
The significant shift from domestic to international borrowing concessionary loans and support, together with a US
dollar bond program, is hoped to generate significant foreign exchange inflows. This will alleviate the current
imbalance and relieve pressure on the domestic security market which will allow the Government to deepen that
market with an increase in longer term securities. The local market has shown an increased reluctance to take up the
shorter term securities through 2017.
The overall impression is that quite a lot of things have to go right if the Government is to make progress around
correcting its revenue and expense position and the foreign exchange imbalance. The new Government appears
highly committed to the task and this commitment will be needed if the 2018 Budget is to be a success.
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Medium Term Fiscal Strategy 2018-2022
The Government has reframed its Medium Term Fiscal Strategy (MTFS) to better cope with external shocks to the
economy and improve on previous strategies in this area.
The 2018-2022 MTFS attempts a process of fiscal consolidation over that time period designed to halt the decline in
Government revenue (as a share of GDP) in recent years and reduce total expenditure (as a share of GDP) after
allowing for some adjustment costs. This is intended to reduce pressure on the domestic financial system and the
exchange rate.
The MTFS has three major components to achieve these strategies. First is a revenue strategy aimed at building up
the Government’s revenue base in a fair and efficient manner. The second is an expenditure strategy consistent with
revenue trends and financial capabilities over the medium term which promotes greater efficiency in public spending.
Finally, there is a debt management strategy which will ensure funding is available for the needs of the budget when
required. It will also envisage efficient management of both public financial assets and liabilities. The table below
shows the development in anticipated revenue, expenditure and net lending over the period 2018 to 2022.
Medium Term Fiscal Outlook 2017-2022
K (in millions)

2017A

2018P

2019P

2020P

2021P

2022P

Revenue and Grants

10,979

12,731

12,583

13,552

14,666

15,876

% of GDP

14.9%

15.9%

14.6%

14.7%

14.8%

14.8%

Of which: GoPNG Revenue (% of GDP)

13.6%

14.6%

13.5%

13.7%

13.9%

14.0%

Total Expenditure (including grants) - % of GDP

12,586

14,718

14,480

15,227

16,074

17,137

% of GDP

17.4%

18.4%

16.8%

16.5%

16.2%

16.0%

Net Lending (+)/borrowing (-)

(1,876)

(1,987)

(1,898)

(1,676)

(1,408)

(1,261)

% of GDP

(2.5)%

(2.5)%

(2.2)%

(1.8)%

(1.4)%

(1.2)%

(66)5

(592)

(442)

(193)

(10)

98

Non-resource primary balance
% of Non-resource GDP

(1.2)%

(1.0)%

(0.7)%

(0.3)%

0.0%

0.1%

Debt stock

23,820

25,808

27,705

29,381

30,789

32,051

% of GDP

32.1%

32.2%

32.2%

31.9%

31.1%

30.0%

The key elements guiding Government policy and helping monitor progress will include:

•

Targeting total revenue (excluding grants) to GDP ratio of 14.0% by 2022

•

Reducing Government expenditure from 18.4% of GDP in 2018 to 16.0% in 2022

•

Reducing the Government debt to GDP ratio to 30.0% by 2022 and ensuring sustainability of the debt profile

•
•
•

Maintaining the non-resource fiscal balance to achieve a zero balance by 2021-22 then a zero average balance
thereafter
Ensuring that personnel costs are contained and brought down from 45% of non-resource GDP in 2017 to less
than 35% by 2022
Ensuring that two thirds of primary expenditure is allocated to the Medium Term Development Plan (MTDP)
enablers and that the public investment to GDP ratio is lifted from less than 4% of GDP in 2017 to 5.5% in 2022.

The modernisation of the revenue base will contemplate, among other things, review of exemptions, a simplified small
business tax regime, excise and import duty changes and options to expand the tax base such as a Capital Gains Tax
(CGT), reviewing the resources tax regimes and broadening the GST tax base. The expenditure disciplines to be
examined concentrate on limiting increases for personnel costs, procurement reforms and more stringent vetting of
capital programs.
The Government still considers the establishment of a Sovereign Wealth Fund to be a key policy initiative and seeks
for it to be fully operational when mineral and petroleum commodity prices improve. It will be funded primarily from
mineral and petroleum/gas receipts but these are not expected to be significant in the short term.
Key insights

•

The Government will be conducting significant changes to revenue base over the coming years including,
potentially, resources tax changes and a CGT

•

The Government is viewing the control of personnel costs in terms of reducing future costs impacts rather than
substantial downsizing now

•

Amendments have resulted in the 30% debt to GDP ratio becoming a target for the medium term rather than a
fixed limit.
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Economic Assumptions
The Budget estimates are based on a range of assumptions including revenue collections, economic growth and
commodity prices. Volatility in economic fundamentals presents significant risks for a comparatively narrowly based
economy like PNG. Key assumptions underpinning the Budget are presented below.

Prices of main export commodities, CPI and Real GDP:
Agriculture (K/tonne)

2016A

2017S

2018P

2019P

2020P

2021P

Copra

1,595

1,621

1,629

1,629

1,629

1,629

Cocoa

5,225

6,451

6,223

6,465

6,465

6,465

Coffee

9,358

11,004

11,160

11,686

12,147

Palm Oil

1,953

2,008

1,958

1,965

1,965

1,965

Rubber

3,625

4,999

5,072

5,123

5,072

5,072

Tea

4,406

5,613

5,720

5,720

5,693

5,693

3,504

5,351

5,457

5,539

5,539

5,539

269

288

291

291

291

291

Gold (US$/oz)

1,248

1,254

1,281

1,293

1,310

1,320

Copper (US$/tonne)

4,865

5,945

5,960

6,059

6,183

6,272

44

50

51

52

54

55

8

8

8

8

9

9

44

50

51

52

54

55

Nickel (US$/tonne)

9,595

10,010

10,516

11,065

11,819

12,575

Cobalt (US$/tonne)

25,639

52,194

50,014

44,238

41,813

CPI - Year average (%)

6.7

5.9

6.9

5.8

5.7

5.7

GDP rate of growth - Real (%)

2.0

2.2

2.4

2.2

2.0

2.5

Copra Oil
Logs

(K/m2)

12,147

Minerals

Oil (US$/barrel)
LNG (US$/thousand cubic feet)
Condensate (US$/barrel)

40,834

Consumer price index and Real GDP rate of growth

Growth in real GDP

CPI

2018P

2018P

Australia

2.9%

2.2%

New Zealand

3.5%

1.6%

Indonesia

5.4%

3.5%

Fiji

3.0%

2.5%

Solomon Islands

3.0%

1.0%

Country

Source: Department of Treasury and various

Legend: P = Projected, A = Actual, E = Estimate, S = Supplementary
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Revenue
Total Revenue and Grants
K (in millions)

2016A

2017S

2018P

2019P

2020P

2021P

2022P

Tax revenue

8,422

8,869

9,639

10,565

11,511

12,568

13,720

Taxes on Income, Profits and Capital Gains

5,286

5,535

5,565

6,151

6,723

7,369

8,070

14

12

-

-

-

-

-

2,584

2,755

3,448

3,762

4,106

4,485

4,900

Taxes on International Trade and Transactions

537

568

626

653

683

715

750

Other revenue

634

1,142

2,067

1,074

1,108

1,166

1,224

1,430

968

1,025

943

932

932

932

10,486

10,979

12,731

12,583

13,552

14,666

15,876

Taxes on Payroll and Workforces
Taxes on Goods and Services

Grants
Total revenue
Source: Department of Treasury

Over the past four years Government revenue has declined year on year from K11.8bn in 2014 to K10.9bn in 2017. An
increase of 15.9% is forecast for 2018, which goes against this trend.
Government acknowledges that a clearly planned revenue mobilisation strategy is critical, both to halt the downward
revenue trend and to lift revenue trends above expenditure trends. For this reason a number of once-off measures as
well as reforms to tax and non-tax revenue will be implemented in 2018.
Total Revenue and Grants for the 2018 Budget is projected at circa K12.7bn. The largest revenue item is taxes on
Income and Profits, estimated at K5.6bn. Within this category, Personal Income Tax (PIT) collections are expected to
be K3.3bn, Company Income Tax K2bn, and K137m in Dividend Withholding Tax (DWT).
Indirect taxes are expected to increase by 6.6%, primarily in the area of goods and services tax. Amendments to taxes
on international trade and transactions result in an overall expected revenue increase of 24% in import duties, while
export tax revenue is expected to remain relatively flat.
Significant items to be drawn out from the 2018 revenue forecast are the introduction of a 90:10 Statutory Transfer Rule
whereby certain state bodies will transfer their cash balances (once-off measure) and a portion of future revenue
streams (new recurring measure) to Government, a continued reliance on expected dividend income from state owned
entities and the anticipated increase in especially GST.
Revenue from PIT, mainly driven by private sector income, is expected to improve based on a gradual recovery in
private sector employment growth. There will also be an increased focus on improving employer registrations and
compliance.
Dividends from statutory authorities are expected to increase by 150% to K625m. Even though no dividends were
received from SOEs in 2016 and only K20m is expected in 2017, once again the Government has included aspirational
K125m dividend estimates from SOEs for 2018.

Key insights

•

Significant increases in estimated tax revenues and ‘other revenue’ between the 2017 and 2018 Budgets.

•

No dividends from SOEs were received in 2016 and K20m is estimated for 2017 after originally forecasting K125m for
that year. It is difficult to imagine that the 2018 forecast of K125m is realistic unless real operational reform resulting in
a turnaround in SOE results is achieved in 2018.
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Taxation
The 2018 Budget introduces a number of significant tax
measures. The range of measures indicates that the
Government has been looking at tax policy through a
very wide lens. Unless otherwise noted the measures
commented on below apply from 1 January 2018.

Income Tax Measures
New and Immediate Tax Changes
Tax Clearance threshold increased to K500,000
This is a welcome move for individual and small
business taxpayers. The threshold for offshore funds
remittances, beyond which a formal tax clearance
certificate from the IRC is required, raises from the
level of K200,000, as set back in 2007, to K500,000.
The Budget Papers also refer to IRC administrative
initiatives of issuing certificates direct to the
processing commercial bank, instead of the applicant
taxpayer.
Training Levy and training expenses double
deduction both repealed
Training Levy tax will no longer apply after 2017,
echoing many submissions of recent years to
Treasury and the previous Tax Review Committee. At
the same time the time honoured section 72A
provision allowing for some specific training expenses
to attract a double deduction for income tax purposes,
will be repealed. Combined these measures will be
revenue positive for Government with K75m projected
in 2018.
Accumulated Long Service Leave (LSL) payouts
concessionally taxed
The tax treatment to employees in receipt of
accumulated LSL upon termination of employment will
be markedly softened to be more in keeping with that
applied to superannuation payouts. A concessional
tax rate of 15% will apply where the employee’s
period of service is between 5 and 9 years and a rate
of 8% where the service is more than 9 and less than
15 years.
The draft legislation is silent on any other rate for
service periods of 15 years or more.
Non-resident Insurer’s Tax payable monthly
Instead of this tax being paid annually by PNG
insurance brokers and re-insurers, upon lodgment of
a specific tax return, the intention is that it will now be
paid monthly. The draft legislation is not exactly clear
as to how this will be accomplished, but it does make
clear that the rates of such tax will remain at 4.8% for
non-resident insurers that are a company and at 3.0%
for associations such as Lloyds.

Prescribed contract income and the FCWT regime
The Government perceives that some short term nonresident contractors have been circumventing certain
of the 2017 changes to the foreign contractor
withholding tax or FCWT regime. They are
accordingly implementing a new section 196F
provision designed to prevent prescribed contract
income from being able to be returned and assessed
within the normal income tax return process. Rather
they intend for such income to remain taxable by
FCWT at 15% of gross receipts.
As with the 2017 FCWT changes, we consider the tax
return lodgement option will remain available to nonresident entities that have a permanent establishment
in PNG and are resident in one of a few countries with
which PNG has a tax treaty that includes a “NonDiscrimination” Article, such as Indonesia, Malaysia
and Singapore.
Mandatory TIN registration
New provisions are inserted at sections 10B to 10J of
the Income Tax Act 1959 (the ITA). These require
most persons (person including companies etc for
such purposes) that will engage in an activity requiring
them to pay tax under a PNG tax law, to obtain a TIN
registration from the IRC. This requirement will not
extend to non-residents whose tax is payable under a
final withholding tax regime.
Though not actually mentioned in the Budget
commentary, the draft bill containing these TIN
measures has other quite separate compliance
provisions tacked on in revamped or new sections
10B, 10K and 10L. These respectively provide for the
lodgement of tax returns electronically, treaties and
mutual assistance agreements for tax debt recovery
involving international treaty partners and the service
on financial institutions of asset preservation notices
covering taxpayer accounts and cash or valuables in
safe deposit boxes.
Royalty payments by resource companies now a
deduction and not a tax offset
In both the Oil and Gas and Mining sectors operators
pay royalties to State, based upon certain production
values. The treatment of such royalties will now be
aligned with that of separate development or
production levies, also payable to the State, and be
deductible for income tax purposes rather than forming
a tax credit as they previously have for the Oil & Gas
Act purposes.
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Tax credits for Oil Search re APEC Haus
In an extension of the existing Infrastructure Tax
Credits regime, the Oil Search group of companies
will be entitled to a tax credit of 1.25% for their
expenditure on the Government’s APEC Haus project.
Qualifying expenditure is capped at K170m and must
be incurred between the 21/09/2016 and the
31/12/2018.
Extension of the penalty regime for incorrect
return disclosures
Section 316 of the ITA allows the IRC to impose
additional tax penalties where taxpayers omit income
or fail to declare income in tax returns as lodged.
However, where taxpayer’s claim losses they are not
entitled to, or overstate deduction amounts in their
returns, there was a concern that this penalty regime
did not sufficiently cover those instances. The
provision is now amended to ensure that these types
of disclosure failures are covered by this penalty
regime.

Clarifying Changes
Some of the tax measures from the 2017 Budget had
inefficiencies or were incomplete. Accordingly the
following further measures are now implemented.
DWT exemption for super funds re-instated
Within recent amendments to the DWT liability
provisions a long standing exemption provision,
allowing superannuation funds to receive dividend
income free of the imposition of DWT, was
unintentionally deleted. It is now restored and with
effect from 1 January 2017.
Inter-company dividend rebate restored
Changes from earlier this year, included with
remediation of certain other exemption or refund
provisions, had restricted the operation of this rebate
to the period up to and including 31 December 2016.
This rebate provision is needed to ensure that tax on
the profits leading to dividends is only paid once, by
the distributing company, and that subsequent
distribution of those same funds up through a chain of
ownership does not again incur an income tax liability.
This latest amendment does away any time limitation
of the rebate being able to continue to apply.
Fiscal stability agreements continued
Several major changes in the 2017 Budget
measures affected tax liabilities for resource
companies going forward. However, it was never
intended that those changes apply to taxpayers,
including the PNG LNG Project participants, who
were subject to fiscal stability provisions. These type
of provisions ensure that no future change in general
tax rate etc. will affect the rates and arrangements
as originally agreed in a specific project agreement
between that taxpayer and the State. A new section

11A in the ITA will now ensure that this intention is
given effect to for all parts of the income tax laws,
and it will have application from 1 January 2017.
Additional Profits Tax (APT) transitional provisions
The operation and reach of the old APT regime was
significantly revised and extended in the 2017
Budget tax changes. However, in practice the lack of
any specific transitional provisions for existing
resource projects that had not previously been
subject to APT meant that affected taxpayers could
have APT triggered much earlier than was equitable.
The current 2018 changes allow for such taxpayers
to now adopt a ‘look-back’ approach and use their
closing balance as at 31 December 2016 of
accumulated value of net project receipts in the APT
calculation. This new measure also applies from 1
January 2017.

Recovery and Review Changes
In conjunction with a wider concentration on the
funding of revenue agencies’ tax compliance
activities, the Government will introduce the
following new tax measures to complement those
aims.
Holding, parent and related group companies
liable for tax debts of a PNG subsidiary company
Keeping with the worldwide concerns as to tax
avoidance and profit shifting, the Government wants
to minimise the opportunity for a profitable PNG
company to avoid its legitimate tax debts by stripping
cash or assets out to offshore associated entities
prior to payment of such debts. This new measure is
intended to remove the ‘corporate veil’ and allow the
IRC to seek repayment of the debt from either PNG
or overseas shareholders and/or associate
companies.
The relevant draft legislation that was presented with
the Budget Papers today may even be interpreted as
allowing the IRC to apply such recovery methods, in
proportion to their shareholding level, even in the
case of individuals who are shareholders with no
influence or control over the taxpayer company in
question.
Appeal rights now conditional on payment of
disputed tax
Where taxpayers have received an unfavourable
decision on an objection to the IRC, they have 60
days within which to appeal that decision to either
the Review Tribunal or the National Court.
Concerned that in some cases these rights are being
exercised only with a view to delaying payment of
the tax legitimately in dispute, the Government is
introducing revised provisions at section 247 of the
ITA. These will mean that if the tax in dispute is not
paid in full within that same 60 day period, then the
appeal is invalid.
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Making expected tax return payments at the time
of lodgement
Quite a few comments in the Budget papers refer to
the ongoing desire for the self-assessment systems
now being employed by the IRC to be given further
impetus. Accordingly, rather than having to wait for a
formal Notice of Assessment to issue in order to
make income tax payment, taxpayers are now being
expressly encouraged to make payment of their
expected income tax liability, as shown on their
return form when lodged, at the same time as that
lodgement.

Administration Changes
The following group of measures will change the
way certain concepts or directives presently in force
within the ITA are applied in future.
Definition of “primary production” for agriculture
concession purposes tightened
There are and have been various legitimate
concessions and exemptions available within the ITA
that are designed to stimulate the agricultural sector.
However, the Government advises that a number of
these were never intended to benefit timber or
logging operations. The concessions in question all
rely on taxpayers fitting the definition of “primary
production”, so the definition of that term at
subsection 4(1) of the ITA is now revised to
specifically exclude forestry, logging or timber
operations. This particular measure has retrospective
effect to the date of the targeted agricultural
concessions.
Secrecy provisions revised to allow certain data
exchanges
Section 9 of the ITA has always prevented IRC
officials disclosing taxpayer details to anyone outside
their organisation, with certain limited exceptions
such as to the Review Tribunal. The list of such
exceptions is now extended to allow data exchanges
with both the Extractive Industry Transparency
Initiative agency of Government (EITI) and the
Financial Analysis and Supervision Unit of the central
bank (FASU). These bodies have vital roles to play in
Government transparency initiatives and in
administering money-laundering and anti-terrorism
covenants PNG is committed to.

General of IRC to make that declaration.
Bribery of IRC officers made an offence
Up until now any instances of taxpayers bribing or
attempting to bribe IRC officers, or acting in collusion
with same, had to be referred to the Police for
investigation and potential prosecution. This new
measure creates a specific offence for such bribery
actions at new section 322A of the ITA, punishable
by up to 5 years imprisonment.

Goods and Services Tax
In addition to longer term GST changes identified
elsewhere in this document, the Government has
identified specific GST measures it will introduce with
effect from January 1, 2018. These comprise:
Changes to the definition of Resource Company
for GST purposes
The intention of this change is to limit GST zero rate
status to operators that actively use their licences,
and to clarify that this status will no longer apply to
companies that have not yet commenced extractive
operations.
Educational Institutions
The Government has identified what it says are
abuses in the educational sector whereby institutions
are purchasing materials for students GST free which
are then passed on to students with no GST
imposed. It says that the classification of educational
materials is being applied too broadly, plus that these
same institutions are claiming input credits for their
purchases of everything, be it an educational item or
not. The IRC does not have the resources to monitor
such abuses. Accordingly this measure takes away
such bodies’ right to claim input credits. This could
result in a cost increase to educational materials
purchased by students through their educational
institutions and will be revenue positive for
Government in 2018.

Declaration of bodies as Landowner Resources
Trusts
Specific provisions within the ITA allow these trusts
to be treated as companies for tax purposes and
provide other concessions not available to normal
other trusts or companies. Previously it required the
relevant Minister (the Treasurer) to formally declare a
body to be such a Landowner Resources Trust. This
process was traditionally a time-consuming one, so
this new measure now allows the Commissioner
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Customs & Excise Duty
Measures

a progressive manner according to the table below.
The expected additional revenue for 2018 will be
K20m.

The Government has introduced a series of specific
amendments to its customs duty, both import and
export duty, plus to excise taxes which are set out
below.

New 2017 Thresholds
(FOB prices, US$/m^3)

Suspension of Tariff Reduction Program (TRP)
The TRP which has been in progress for some years
has been suspended for 2018 which would have
been its last phase. The Government has identified a
need to review the policy and determine whether it
has achieved its intended objective of producing a
more efficient private sector through exposure to
international competition.
Specifically, it has now supported local
manufacturers by increased import tariffs on goods
which have significant health impacts that are also
produced in PNG, such as meat, poultry, eggs and
cooking oil while some other items which are not
produced in PNG are set to zero. A relatively large
number of import duty rates are affected and cannot
all be reproduced here. However, by way of a few
examples frozen chicken pieces will increase from
K1.80 per kilo to K3.50, eggs from K0.60 to K1.00
per dozen and milk and cream from duty free to a
rate of 25% per litre.
The Government is also concerned that the existing
IPP agreement for the Napa Napa refinery gives an
undue advantage to importers of refined petroleum
products from low cost countries, so it will impose a
new customs tariff rate of 10 toea per litre on all
diesel and petrol imports.
Alignment of Diesel Excise with Petrol excise
The current excise for petrol is 61 toea per litre while
that of diesel is 10 toea per litre. The Government
considers that the original reasons for this disparity
are no longer applicable and seeks to standardise
the two rates. The excise on diesel will rise by 13
toea to 23 toea per litre in 2018, and similar
increases will be imposed every two years until the
gap between diesel and petrol excise is closed. The
increase in diesel excise will all go to Consolidated
Revenue while that share formerly going to the
National Roads Authority (NRA) being 4 toea per litre
will be held constant.
Progressive Tax Rates to apply to Old Growth
Logs
The Government has noted that at present the same
percentage taxation rates apply to logs regardless of
their value and so seeks to apply a resource rent
component tax to old growth logs. This measure
does not apply to plantation logs. The current rate of
32.5% applicable from 1 January 2017 (up from
28.5% the previous year) will be adjusted to apply in

Proposed 2018
Export Duty Rates

Average Duty as
a % of log price

0

P*0.2500

25%

Above $60.00

P*0.3583-3.56

31.4%

Above $100.00

P*0.3765-4.76

33.8%

Above $150.00

P*0.4305-12.26

36.1%

Above $200.00

P*0.4805-18.26

40.0%

Average duty as % of FOB price/m^3 35.3%

Revenue regulating agencies
funding and initiatives
Apart from the specific legislative changes outlined
above, the Government has also signalled its
intentions of strengthening the revenue raising
agencies, being the IRC and the PNG Customs
Service (PNGCS), through increased resources to
improve compliance and enforcement in 2018 and
beyond.
The IRC will receive K105.0m in 2018 compared to
the K72.9m allocated in the 2017 Supplementary
Budget while PNGCS will receive K70.5m compared
to K53.6m previously. Those increases are expected
to translate to increased revenue returns of K600m
from IRC and K155m from PNGCS.
Some specific areas the Government has identified
for further initial steps include:
Establishment of a large taxpayer office at IRC
This office will focus on large scale operations to
improve compliance and audit outcomes from this
sector.
Review of GST refunds and offsets and zero rating
categories
In line with the GST amendments to zero rating
category of educational institutions the IRC will seek
to review other categories further. While its
intentions have not been made entirely clear it would
seem that the Government is also seeking to limit the
ability of taxpayers to apply GST refunds against
corporate income tax liabilities.
Post Clearance Audit (PCA) expansion
In trials the PNGCS has already demonstrated that
this PCA process achieves increased revenue
recovery and extension of that program is one the
main aims of additional funding to this agency.
Improving resourcing and operational capacities in
the agencies
The Government has identified the need to provide
support in strengthening the organisation and
management, developing research and intelligence
capacities and generally improving the resource and
operational capacities of its two key revenue
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collection agencies.

specific industries.

The IRC is said to have made progress in 2017 in
improving voluntary compliance but the Government
recognizes a need for it to improve its audit capacity,
particularly in relation to the large taxpayer initiative
mentioned above.

Capital Gains Tax
The Government has flagged an intention to bring in
CGT on real property assets including mining and
petroleum licences.
Extractive Industries Fiscal Regime

Future Policy Direction and
Reforms
Within the Medium Term Revenue Strategy 20182022 Paper presented today, the Government has
identified specific policy reform initiatives which it is
considering for implementation over the period 2019
to 2022. These include:
Changes to personal tax
The Government will review various rates bands
concentrating on the tax free threshold in particular
which it is considering moving from K10,000 to
K15,000. It will also tighten up the taxation of fringe
benefits and review various rebates, such as those
for education expenses, salary and wages tax
expenses and dependants with a view to eliminating
them. It has also said it will commence a review of
superannuation and other retirement benefits.

The Government has signalled an intention to
consider a number of quite specific measures
including limiting the scope of the Resources
Contract Fiscal Stability Act, eliminating fiscal
concessions on a case by case basis, changing the
royalty basis from field gate to well head and
considering an additional levy with the same base as
the royalty to assist early revenue for the Budget. In
addition it has identified a move to segment future
LNG projects between upstream and midstream to
ensure adequate pricing through the value chain.
Excises
The Government has flagged an intention to review
the scope and indexing of specific excise rates and
align the diesel excise to petrol. A new measure
suggested also is to introduce an excise on cellular
airtime of 5% to 10%.
Small Medium Enterprise Taxation regime

Goods and Services Tax
The Government has flagged removing zero rating
for extractive industries, charities and aid
organisations, with the latter two categories moving
to exempt status instead.
A long standing inequity which provided for GST
exemption for project imports by mining and
petroleum companies but not if that same equipment
was imported by their major subcontractors will be
addressed so it applies to all equipment imported
solely and exclusively for use in mining and
petroleum operations. Equipment not imported solely
and exclusively for such use will not enjoy the
exemption but the Government does say it will
ensure that GST refund processes are more speedy
and efficient for such taxpayers.
The Government has flagged that it will consider a
GST rate increase only after compliance measures
have been successfully implemented and other tax
broadening initiatives considered.
Corporate Income Tax
The Government has flagged some interesting policy
initiatives including reducing the corporate tax rate
once exemptions have been rationalised, but other
potential initiatives push in the opposite direction.
Measures mentioned include simplifying the
depreciation rates, including removing or reducing
accelerated depreciation, tightening thin
capitalisation rules, reducing loss carry forward
periods to 5 years and utilising specialists to audit

The Government has suggested a presumptive
turnover tax for businesses below the GST threshold
requirement.
Other Tax Measures
The Government has signalled an intention to either
phase out or limit the scope of the infrastructure
credit scheme. It also mentions a potential bank tax
imposed quarterly by way of a levy on the assets of
the banks. Further measures mentioned include a
review of the tariff import reduction program and
reviewing the potential for greater use of land and
property taxes. It is unclear whether the Government
is intending measures above and beyond the CGT
previously mentioned.
Legislative Reforms
The Government identifies legislative reforms
comprising introduction of a Tax Administration Act
with the specific aim of standardising provisions, rules
and measures between the various taxes to simplify
procedures for taxpayers. These changes would more
clearly set out the rights and powers of the IRC
including those relating to penalties and secrecy
provisions. Indeed a bill containing a full draft version
of this proposed Act was included with the Budget
papers and it is their intention to have it operative from
2019 onwards.
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Budget Financing
Financing Requirement
The Government has forecast a net borrowing
requirement of almost K2.0bn in 2018, or 2.5% of
GDP, and declining to K1.7bn in 2020, or 1.8% of GDP
as revenue is forecast to grow as a percentage of
GDP. A summary of key metrics is set out below.

Net Borrowing (K’m)

2017S

2018P

2019P

2020P

1,876

1,987

1,898

1,676

% of GDP
Total Central Government
Debt (K’m)
% of GDP

2.5

2.5

2.2

1.8

23,820

25,808

27,705

29,381

32.1

32.2

32.2

31.9

Forecast GDP (K‘m)

73,861

80,113

85,939

92,175

Nominal GDP growth (%)

9.0%

8.3%

7.4%

6.0%

Real GDP growth (%)

2.2%

2.4%

2.2%

2.0%

Source: Department of Treasury

Under the Fiscal Responsibility Act, debt to nominal
GDP is limited to a range of 30% to 35%. The debt-toGDP ratio estimated at 32.1% in 2017 and forecast
increase to 32.2% in 2018 before declining to 31.9% in
2020 and slowly returning towards the debt ceiling
limit.

Financing Strategy
Gross Government debt is estimated to increase to
K25.8bn at the end of 2018. Of that, domestic debt is
forecast to account for K17.7bn, whilst international
debt is forecast to account for K8.1bn.
The allocation of Government debt is set out below:
2017E % of debt

2018F % of debt

Treasury Bills

9,358

39%

9,386

36%

Inscribed Stock

7,991

34%

8,335

32%

17,349

73%

17,721

69%

K (in million)

Net domestic financing in 2018 is forecast at K374m and
comprised of Inscribed Stock (K344m) and Treasury
Bills (K30m). Foreign financing in 2018 is forecast at
K1.6bn and is comprised of a US denominated
sovereign bond (K640m) and concessional,
commercial and extraordinary loans (K973m).
As noted above, the Government intends to revisit the
option of issuing a Sovereign Bond to raise K640m, a
reduction from K2.8bn contemplated in the 2016
Budget. Treasury sources indicated that the issuance
is well progressed and market sounding is to
commence soon. Treasury sources also noted that the
final tranche (tranche 3) of syndicated loan arranged
by Credit Suisse of US$190m is imminent. This foreign
currency would be welcome in the market.
An area of concern is the Government’s short term
debt maturity profile i.e. maturities of less than one
year. In addition to the domestic funding requirement
of K374m, K10.0bn of domestic debt matures in 2018
and will need to be refinanced or rolled-over.
This will place further pressure on the domestic
security market which is already somewhat
constrained by the rising percentage of domestic
securities on banks’ balance sheets and a reluctance
by the superannuation funds to take up longer term
securities. Liquidity is available but much of it is funds
pending transfer offshore due to foreign exchange
shortages.

Domestic

Total
International
Foreign Bonds
International Financiers
Total
Combined total

-

0%

640

2%

6,471

27%

7,444

29%

6,471

27%

8,084

31%

23,820

100%

25,805

100%

Source: Department of Treasury

Key insights

• Limited appetite from local superannuation funds and financial institutions for Government securities due to increased
exposure and reaching investment limits

• Foreign exchange shortages may be creating artificial levels of liquidity in the domestic security market
• US$190m in international funding following the drawdown of Tranche 3 of the Credit Suisse syndicated loan and
another US$200m expected from the issue of a Sovereign Bond. Timing of the Sovereign Bond issuance remains
uncertain.
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Expenditure
The following table sets out changes in expenditure by sector from 2016 to 2018.
Expenditure by Sector

2016A

2017S

2018P

27%

30%

27%



Community and Culture

1%

2%

1%



Transport

8%

7%

6%



Law and Justice

9%

8%

7%



17%

21%

21%

-

Utilities

3%

2%

2%

-

Education

9%

9%

9%

-

Economic

3%

3%

5%



Health

12%

9%

10%



Debt Service

11%

10%

13%



Provinces

Administration

Trend

Source: Department of Treasury

Analysis of key expenditure items are set out on the following pages.

Key insights

• There is a consistent decline in expenditure as a percentage of total expenditure for law and justice
and transport over the last two years and projected for 2018

• Debt service expenditure in 2018 comprises the biggest increase as a percentage of total
expenditure.
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Infrastructure Expenditure
The 2018 Budget noted that the capital budget is the first
budget to implement the Alotau Accord 2 Development
Aspirations of the newly elected Government and sets
the development and growth expectation for the next five
years. Key priorities of the 2018 Budget include:

Treasury and National Planning sources reiterated
Governments objective of engaging with the private sector
to develop key areas of the economy including agriculture
(rice, grains, dairy and meat), infrastructure and tourism.

•

Economic growth

Transport

•

Infrastructure

•

Law and order

•

Free education and health.

Transport infrastructure remains a significant challenge to
PNG. Improving the air, road and maritime transport
infrastructure is fundamental to establishing an investment
platform as a basis for sustainable economic growth and
effective social service delivery in PNG.

Recognising the lack of infrastructure spending and the
resulting impediment to economic growth, the
Government has increased the approved capital
expenditure budget ceiling from K4.0bn in 2017 to
K4.6bn in 2018.

Transport has been allocated K702m in 2018. Key projects
include:

K (in millions)

2017S

2018P

Change

Government direct funding

2,592

3,025

16.7%

•

31.1%

Loans

453

594

Grants

968

1,025

5.9%

4,013

4,644

15.7%

Total

•

Jackson’s Airport Runway Upgrade – K50m

•

National Airports Development Program – K60m

•

Highlands Region Roads Improvement Program –
K80m
PNG-AUS Transport Sector Support – K75m.

Utilities

Source: Department of Treasury

Of the 2018 spending commitment, K1.7bn is committed
whilst the balance is subject to loans and grants or is
discretionary.

The Government has allocated funding for utilities of
K367m. Key projects include:

•

Port Moresby Sewerage Upgrade – K100m

The Government continues to seek assistance from its
development partners in delivering infrastructure,
examples include the ABD funded Highlands Highway
rehabilitation program and the Australian Government
funded submarine cable.

•

Port Moresby Power Grid Development – K33m

•

Kumul Submarine Cable – K35m

•

PNG Town Electrification Improvement Program K33m

Key Government focus areas are Economic, Transport
and Utilities.

•

Water, sanitation and hygiene (WaSH) program –
K25m.

In addition, a number of electricity, telecommunications,
sewerage and housing projects are planned.

Economic
In line with the Governments renewed focus on
developing the agricultural and tourism sectors, the
Government has allocated K641m, up from K386m in
2017, to economic development projects, including:

•

Establishment of an agricultural commercialisation
fund – K100m

•

SME funding for agriculture projects – K100m

•

Six Mile SME Incubation Centre – K30m

Key insights

• The 2018 Budget projects a 15.7% increase in infrastructure spend, and as this is a key focus area, it is
imperative that Government progresses private sector partnerships

• The increased focus on agricultural creates a number of new business opportunities, which are also driven by a
strong desire from Government to develop import substitution industries such as dairy.
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Sub-National Expenditure
Provincial expenditure has been set at K3.9bn and now
accounts for 26.7% of overall budgeted expenditure,
reflecting the importance the Government places on
delivering services to rural and remote parts of PNG, and
allowing greater autonomy at a Provincial and District
level.
K2.6bn is allocated to operational costs of which K1.5bn
is allocated to salaries and wages for public servants and
teachers with the remainder allocated to goods and
services.

Although there are Minimum Priority Activities (that must be
funded from service delivery grants) and Performance
Indicators, Provinces are struggling to implement their
budgets. In 2016 only 2 out of 20 provinces had spent more
than 80% of the funds they had received, and 7 provinces
had spent nothing. Whilst 1 province had spent a lot on
Infrastructure, another province had spent most of their
allocation on Administration and Other services. 2017
spending information is not apparent.

The K1.3bn capital expenditure funds the Provincial
Services Improvement program (PSIP), District Services
Improvement Plan (DSIP), the Ward Services
Improvement Plan (WSIP) and other local level
Government grants.
K (in millions)

2017S

2018P

Change

PSIP (per province)

10

10

0.0%

DSIP (per district)

10

10

0.0%

0.01

0.01

0.0%

WSIP (per ward)
Source: Department of Treasury

The 20 Provinces, the Autonomous Region of
Bougainville and the National Capital District Commission
will receive K220m in total, the Districts a total of K890m
and Wards K64m in total (K10,000 per Ward), consistent
with 2017 allocations.
Fiscal Discipline Capacity and Frameworks
The success of Government’s strategy of decentralization
hinges on the ability of Provincial and District
administrations to become effective implementing
agencies. Key implementation challenges to be
overcome at a sub-National level continue to be limited
focus on strategic planning, inefficient and poorly
controlled procurement processes and limited project
management capability.

.

The removal of fixed sector allocations gives the
Provinces and Districts greater flexibility to use the funds
on local development priorities.

Key insights
• Decentralising the distribution of monies remains important to government

• Only a few provinces are spending their allocated budget and there is no evidence this would have changed in 2017.
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Social Development
Expenditure
Health
Health expenditure has been set at K1.5bn in 2018
which is an increase of 14.0% from the 2017
Supplementary Budget. The total health budget
includes K1bn for operational costs and K500m for
capital expenditures. Of the operational costs, K266m
has been allocated for medical supplies procurement
and distribution.

•
•
•

Key health activities for 2018 include the following:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Investment of an additional K171m for construction,
renovation and improvements and substantial /
specific maintenance;
An investment of K29m for development of a
Cancer and Heart Institute at Port Moresby General
Hospital
Continued investment in Drug Resistant TB
emergency operation of an additional K8m
An increase of K10m in funding for HIV/AIDS
prevention and PNG Health Partnership Support
Investment of K30m for the ANGAU Lae Cancer
Unit
An investment of K20m for the provision of
technical assistance through the health investment
program

•

A cut of K13m, from K18m to K5m for HIV/AIDS
programmes
A cut of K38m for hospital services from K332 to
K294m, noting no budget appropriation in 2018 for
Mendi Hospital, Kavieng Hospital and Hela Hospital.

Education
Education expenditure has been set at K1.3bn in 2018
which is an increase of 13.3% from the 2017
Supplementary Budget. The total education budget
includes an operational component of K1bn and a capital
component of K300m (20.7%).
Key education activities for 2018 include the following:

•
•
•

An investment of K50m in district / rural hospital
redevelopment plus an additional K17m for the
primary health service delivery project

•

An investment of K21m for medical supplies and
equipment covering malaria drugs and test kits, TB
drugs and vaccines.

•

2018 also sees some cuts in cost / appropriations from
2017 which include:

A cut of K120m across the capacity building service
centre project and health and education procurement
facility

•

Subsidies paid to support key Government policies
including the Tuition Fee Free policy are maintained at
a cost of K602m
Investment of an additional K24m in the Tertiary
Education Study Assistance Scheme to improve
access to education
Investment of approximately K39m for the construction
of infrastructure at West Pacific University
An increase of K21m for college infrastructure
rehabilitation across technical and business college,
teacher’s college and nursing college
Investment of K15m in infrastructure construction for
the Wewak School of Nursing
New funding of K3m for secondary school curriculum
development.

A cut of K5m for the MDR TB prevention
programme
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